KYLE

THIS PAST YEAR HAS BEEN SOMEWHAT OF A TENNIS FAIRYTALE FOR KYLE EDMUND.
FIRMLY ESTABLISHING HIMSELF WITHIN THE ATP TOP 100, HE WAS PART OF THE
VICTORIOUS GB DAVIS CUP TEAM, MAKING HIS SINGLES DEBUT IN THE FINAL. KYLE WAS
ALSO PART OF THE WINNING BBC SPORTS PERSONALITY “TEAM OF THE YEAR” FOR 2015.
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RIGHT-HANDED, TWO-HANDED BACKHAND

GB NUMBER 2, KYLE EDMUND, CHATS TO DANNY SAPSFORD
ABOUT TRAINING SCHEDULES, GOALS FOR 2016, AND HIS
ADVICE FOR ANY FUTURE, ASPIRING TENNIS STARS...

AGE

RYAN JONES

DS. You’ve spent a few training weeks with Andy

KE. Of course. But I’m not sure if it’s my body letting

Murray, both in Florida and more recently in Dubai. Can

me down. I train very hard off court and regularly play

you talk us through what a typical day looks like?

for 3 hours plus, yet my body never breaks down on

KE. Usually, we’ll play tennis from 10am-1pm. I may

these occasions. I think my emotional state could be a

well then finish off this session with some specific

contributing factor, the matches in question were both

training (with my fitness coach) such as footwork

full of high intensity, lots of pressure and emotions

patterns. Then it’s into the gym from 4-5.30pm where

were running high.

I’ll alternate sessions between cardio work and
weights. I will always finish the day with some rehab

DS. That sounds remarkably like the issues that Andy

work for my abdomen which I tore at last year‘s French

Murray faced when he first broke into the ATP Top 100.

Open. Then finally it’s into an ice bath together with

Do you seek advice from him as to how to cope better?

Andy, or more preferably a nice body massage to aid

KE. A little... I’m also doing some work with a sports

recovery.

psychologist, and having a few tests regarding my
sweat levels, it’s important to cover all bases to try to

DS. That’s pretty full on! You must be in good shape.

gain that extra edge. But I’m hoping that, with a little

Yet, you’ve appeared to struggle in 2 very key 5 setters

more experience, I will be able to control this issue a

in the last couple of months (the Davis Cup Final vs

little better.

Goffin and your 1st round loss at the Australian Open).
Is this something that you are keen to address?

DS. You’ve recently appointed Ryan Jones as your coach.

DS. What are your memories from the Final last year?

And everything has just

hard as I could, with no consequences. I’m sure this is

What do you hope that he’ll add to your game?

KE. Mixed emotions really. Winning always makes

snowballed since then.

why I have a good aggressive game now. I look at some

KE. Ryan works me hard which is great. As my ranking

things better, so it was a positive weekend. But it was

improves, it’s only going to get tougher. His intensity

a big disappointment in the way I lost my singles, the

DS. What advice would you

levels are always high. He came well recommended

way the match got away from me so fast, the way I

give to any young aspiring

from IMG (my management agency) following his great

deteriorated so quickly. It wasn‘t the fact that I lost

player?

work with Borna Coric last year, and is based in London

personally, but how I felt I’d let the team down.

KE. Enjoy yourself, have fun

which was key. The connection between the player and

kids now and think to myself, ‘Are they really having

and do your best. Although it is

the coach is the most important factor, you can have the

DS. Did your family come over to watch?

tough to have fun when it’s all about

best coach, but if the connection isn’t there, then the

KE. Yes. Leon told me on the Saturday before the Final

winning....I remember I used

relationship won’t work.

that I was going to play the 2nd singles. He wanted

to get angry and sad. But you

me to have a week to prepare myself mentally for such

have to believe in yourself,

DS. Do you have any specific goals for 2016?

a big occasion. My parents have been so supportive

take advice but be sure to

KE. Not really. I don’t have a ranking goal if that’s what

throughout my career, but they don’t get to watch me

play your own way. You

you mean. I do plan to play more Tour events this year

play live too often, so it was great that they could share

must have a long-term

though, as that’s where you want to be. Last year I

this experience with me.

mentality and try to

played a lot of Challenger Events in order to get my

think ahead to when

ranking up inside the top hundred, but now I’m ready to

DS. Do they play themselves? When did you start

you are 18-21 yrs old.

step up. Obviously the Davis Cup is a goal too.

playing?

When I was young, I

KE. No one in my family plays. But I was always very

used to enjoy

DS. Yes, you made your debut in the Davis Cup Final

sporty. Rugby, football, cricket, athletics... I used to go

hitting the

last year. Won’t this year be an anti-climax following the

with my sister to her swimming

ball as

victory vs Belgium?

lessons, and

KE. No, definitely not. I will still get a great buzz from

rather than

representing my country. It will be the first home tie

get bored,

following our victory too, so the atmosphere is bound to

my parents signed

be fantastic.

me up for tennis classes to kill
the time. I was a late starter by today’s standards
as I didn’t pick up a racket until I was 10 years old.

fun? It appears way too serious’.

